Dr. Conflict
by Mark Light, MBA, PhD
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Covert infighting and stifled disagreement? A healthy workplace supports healthy conflict,
and the first step toward achieving this is diagnosing your organization’s culture. Then,
choose the culture you want and model it consistently—for it’s the daily behavior of leaders
that shapes the environment.
Some may advise that you confront

when group membership changes.”5 Your

I believe that a bit of conflict

your staff and show them the way

culture seems to be the latter, since your

in an agency is a good thing if

through modeling. That may work, and it

predecessor was responsible for the

you use it to open up discussion

could be a good short-term solution, but

behaviors your staff exhibits now.

(and do it in a respectful manner). That

Dr. Conflict advises you to take a long-

said, I am a new ED at an agency where

view approach and do it right.

ear

Dr. Conflict,

Schein says that culture has three
levels: the first level is artifacts that you

When it comes to definitions, Edgar

can see, including “visible and feelable

The agency has been through a rough

Schein says culture is “a pattern of shared

structures and processes”; the second

patch, with the last ED being removed due

basic assumptions [. . .] to be taught to

is espoused beliefs like “ideals, goals,

to sexual harassment and after ruling for

new members as the correct way to per-

values, aspirations, and ideologies”; the

a number of years with an iron fist. This

ceive, think, and feel.” Kim Cameron

third is the basic, underlying assumptions

era of domination seems to have created

and Robert Quinn call it “‘how things are

that are “unconscious, taken-for-granted

a stifled culture where staff do not—or

around here.’ It reflects the prevailing ide-

beliefs and values [that] determine behav-

are not able to—openly discuss conflicts.

ology that people carry inside their heads.

ior, perception, thought, and feeling.”6

Any action or issue that causes a flicker

It conveys a sense of identity to employ-

Take a moment now and look around.

of conflict is buried and then treated by

ees, provides unwritten and often unspo-

What artifacts do you see? Do you see

staff in a passive-aggressive manner

ken guidelines for how to get along in the

open or closed doors? What about invit-

with one another or via gossip.

organization.”2 Gerald Driskill and Angela

ing places for people to gather? What

conflict seems to be completely hidden.
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We have been doing some training

Laird Brenton describe it as an organiza-

visible things do you see or feel that

on basic communication as a start, and

tion’s “unique way of doing things.”3 Dr.

might be affecting open communication?

working on some agency values (which

Conflict describes culture as the humidity

What about the espoused beliefs and

did not exist) to begin to get at this idea.

of an organization. You can’t see humidity

values? You are right to be working on

But what other tools can I use to help

in the air but you sure can feel it, and it

them, but wrap it up pronto; your values

create a culture where we have healthy

affects the work you do. And what’s the

“become the foundation of the organiza-

conflict and fair fights?

humidity at your place? Stifling.

tion’s culture.”7 Be sure to “behavioralize”



New Kid on the Block

So where to begin? Start with a clear-

them—to make them seeable in action.

headed diagnosis of your culture. John

For example, if you say that trustworthi-

Dear New Kid on the Block,

Kotter and James Heskett use two levels

ness is a value, then seeable behaviors

What could be better than a culture that

to define the elements of culture. Easy-

might be keeping promises, telling the

supports healthy conflict and fair fights?

to-change group behavior norms are “pat-

whole truth, and owning your actions.

Culture can be very hard to change,
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Once you have a general handle on

however, and the “iron fist” culture that

employees are automatically encouraged

your culture, you can use a nifty tool
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to follow”; difficult-to-change shared

called the Organizational Culture Assess-

behavior reflects the difficulty you face.

values “tend to persist over time even

ment Instrument (OCAI) from Cameron
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our coalition board members, misrepre-

pretty but they can be effective, and they
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are necessary on occasions like yours.
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ities, and calling employers of board

and market (compete).8 Then, decide
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Dear Dr. Conflict,

remove the offending ED. Pick the three
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and Quinn to map your culture across

